A new method for relativistically corrected nuclear magnetic resonance ͑NMR͒ chemical shifts is developed by combining the individual gauge for the localized orbital approach for density functional theory with the normalized elimination of a small component using an effective potential. The new method is used for the calculation of the NMR chemical shifts of Mo and 183 W, respectively, which is mainly due to improvements in the paramagnetic contributions. The relationship between electronic structure of a molecule and the relativistic paramagnetic corrections is discussed. Relativistic effects for the diamagnetic part of the magnetic shielding caused by a relativistic contraction of the s,p orbitals in the core region concern only the shielding values, however, have little consequence for the shift values because of the large independence from electronic structure and a cancellation of these effects in the shift values. It is shown that the relativistic corrections can be improved by level shift operators and a B3LYP hybrid functional, for which Hartree-Fock exchange is reduced to 15%.
I. INTRODUCTION
The calculation of magnetic shieldings and nuclear magnetic resonance ͑NMR͒ chemical shifts has substantially broadened the applicability of quantum chemical methods for practical purposes and is now an important asset of most quantum chemical investigations. [1] [2] [3] [4] Gauge-invariant or at least approximately gauge-invariant methods at the electron correlation corrected ab initio levels have led to a wealth of reliable NMR chemical shift data concerning in particular first and second row nuclei. 4 -13 Bouman and Hansen 5 were the first to extend their localized orbital/local origin ͑LORG͒ approach 14 with the help of the second order polarization propagator ͑SOPPA͒, 15 so that electron correlation effects were included up to second order. Independently, a SOPPA method for calculating NMR chemical shifts was also published by Oddershede and Sauer. 6 Gauss and co-workers 4, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] developed the gauge-including atomic orbitals ͑GIAO͒ method 16 previously applied only at the Hartree-Fock ͑HF͒ level 17, 18 at the nth order (nϭ2,3,4) many body perturbation theory with the Møller-Plesset perturbation ͑MPn͒ and at coupled cluster theory level yielding in this way GIAO-MP2, 7 GIAO-MP3, 8 GIAO-MP4, 8 GIAO-CCSD, 9 and GIAO-CCSD͑T͒. 10 Later, GIAO was extended to the domain of density functional theory ͑DFT͒. 19, 20 GIAO was also extended to multiconfigurational self-consistent field ͑MC-SCF͒ theory ͑GIAO-MCSCF͒ ͑Ref. 12͒ as was the individual gauge for localized orbitals ͑IGLO͒ method of Schindler and Kutzelnigg 21, 22 that led to IGLO-MCSCF. 13 The correlation corrected GIAO, LORG, and IGLO methods provide accurate shielding and NMR chemical shift data, which can clarify or complement contradictory, unusual or incomplete NMR experiments so that the calculated NMR chemical shifts represent an important tool for the experimentalist. The IGLO method has been successful in the realm of Hartree-Fock calculations while its extension to MCSCF was used less because of cost reasons. Instead, its density functional theory counterpart IGLO-DFT ͑Refs. 23, 24͒ has been used extensively for larger molecules, [25] [26] [27] for which correlated GIAO methods, even when integral-direct methods are applied, 28 are too costly to be carried out. IGLO-DFT is a method that has to include empirical corrections [23] [24] [25] to compensate a basic failure of DFT, namely, to exaggerate paramagnetic contributions to magnetic shielding constants because the occupied orbitals of a molecule are generally predicted to be too high in energy at the DFT level of theory. 29 Nevertheless, IGLO-DFT can be considered as the most economic approach for obtaining reasonable NMR chemical shifts for large molecules. The reliability of IGLO-DFT is given by the fact that the gradient corrected exchange functionals nowadays used include both dynamic and nondynamic electron correlation effects 30, 31 thus leading to reasonable shift values.
Relativity strongly modifies the electron distribution in the vicinity of the nucleus and consequently all properties, which depend on the electronic density in regions close to the nucleus. The inclusion of relativistic effects is mandatory in the calculation of NMR shielding of heavy nuclei. 20 The scalar relativistic ͑spin-independent͒ effects are particularly important for heavy transition metals, whereas the spin-orbit effects result in a modest modification of shielding comparable with environmental effects. 20 Thus, the scalar-relativistic ͑SR͒ approximation is in many cases sufficient to study NMR shielding of heavy transition metal nuclei in complexes. 20 We have recently developed a new quasirelativistic method within the normalized elimination of the small component ͑NESC͒ approximation. [32] [33] [34] The purpose of this development is to have a method available, which is variationally stable, and can be easily implemented in any nonrelativistic quantum-chemical program, which leads to reliable relativistic corrections, and which requires low computational cost so that its application to large molecules is feasible. These requirements are fulfilled by the NESC approach 35 using an effective potential ͑NESC-EP method 32 ͒, which if carried out for density functional theory ͓NESC-EP-DFT ͑Refs. 33, 34͔͒ represents one of the easiest and most economic quasirelativistic approaches.
Apart from its accuracy, an important feature of NESC-EP is its simplicity both in the sense of implementation and in the sense of computational cost. The matrix elements of the NESC-EP-DFT Hamiltonian do not involve any unusual molecular integrals often appearing in relativistic calculations; they can be evaluated analytically using the existing nonrelativistic quantum-chemical software. Since all modifications concern the one-electron Hamiltonian only, the results of the relativistic calculation can be obtained at essentially the cost of a nonrelativistic calculation.
As the NESC-EP-DFT method treats all electrons explicitly, it can be used for the calculation of magnetic shielding tensors of heavy elements in large molecular systems. In this work we develop the theory of a NESC-EP-based individual gauge for the localized orbital approach for density functional theory ͑IGLO-DFT͒ to obtain a reliable and easily applicable method for the calculation of relativistically corrected NMR chemical shifts. The new method, IGLO-NESC-EP-DFT, will be applied to obtain NMR chemical shifts for molybdenum and tungsten compounds. In this connection we will demonstrate how by the use of the appropriate exchange-correlation functional and level shift operators, reasonable shift values are obtained for these heavy nuclei.
In Sec. II, the theory of IGLO-NESC-EP-DFT will be described and in Sec. III the implementation of the new method as well as the computational ingredients needed to apply it. Calculated NMR chemical shifts for the Mo and W compounds investigated in this work are listed and discussed in Sec. IV. Section V gives conclusions and an outlook on future developments concerning IGLO-NESC-EP-DFT is given.
II. THEORY OF IGLO-NESC-EP-DFT
In the following, we shortly describe the nonrelativistic IGLO-DFT formalism ͑Sec. II A͒, before we discuss the NESC-EP method ͑Sec. II B͒ and the new IGLO-NESC-EP-DFT approach for calculating NMR chemical shifts of heavy elements. In Sec. II C, the implementation of the new method and the computational procedures to use it in the case of molybdenum and tungsten compounds is described.
A. The nonrelativistic IGLO formalism
For a closed-shell molecule, the DFT-IGLO expression for the nuclear magnetic shielding tensor is
where B denotes the external magnetic field, i (0) and i (B) are doubly occupied zeroth order and first order Kohn-Sham ͑KS͒ orbitals 36 localized according to the criterion of Foster and Boys, 37 the index A refers to the nucleus in question, and the ␣ and ␤ subscripts denote the Cartesian coordinates x, y, or z. The one-electron magnetic operators are defined by
͑e, electron charge; m, mass of an electron; c, speed of light͒, where the superscripts 0 and 1 define the order of the operator in the magnetic field B ͑first superscript͒ and in the magnetic moment A of the nucleus A ͑second superscript͒. The position vector R A gives the location of nucleus A and r is the position of an electron in localized orbital i . The expressions for the operators Ĥ 11 and Ĥ 01 can be found in many publications and are not reproduced here.
The first-order occupied Kohn-Sham orbitals i (B) are expanded in terms of the zero-order ͑unperturbed͒ KS orbitals according to
The occupied-occupied part of the matrix O represents the projection of the first-order KS orbitals onto the zero-order KS orbitals and is not defined uniquely. Within the IGLO approach it is chosen as
where
which is compatible with the orthonormality restriction of the KS orbitals. The occupied-virtual part of the matrix O is given by
͑8͒
In Eq. ͑8͒, the zero-order virtual orbitals a (0) are the usual canonical orbitals, the one-electron operator ĥ i 10 is defined by
and the unperturbed KS one-electron operator is given by
where p is the linear momentum operator, Z C is the nuclear charge, ͑r͒ denotes the electron density, and V xc (r) denotes the usual exchange-correlation potential. With the use of approximate pure density functionals, the dependence of V xc on the first-order orbitals i (B) vanishes and the uncoupled DFT-IGLO ͑UC-DFT-IGLO͒ approach results. The dependence on the first-order orbitals can be introduced either via the use of the level shift operators, such as the Loc.1 and Loc.2 operators suggested by Malkin et al. 23 ͓the level shift, which corrects for an underestimation of the energy gap between the frontier orbitals in DFT, is constructed via the first-order ͑perturbed͒ density͔, or via the use of hybrid density functionals, such as B3LYP, 38 that mix in a fraction of the Hartree-Fock exchange energy. 21, 22 In both cases, the solution of Eq. ͑7͒ depends on the first-order orbitals i (B) and the equation is solved iteratively.
B. The relativistic NESC-EP method and IGLO-NESC-EP-DFT
Expanding the unperturbed one-electron orbitals i (0) in terms of ͑nonorthogonal͒ basis set functions according to Eq. ͑11͒,
͉͑͘, row-vector of basis functions; C i , column-vector of expansion coefficients͒ the scalar-relativistic NESC-EP equations within the KS formalism 33 are given in matrix form by Eq. ͑12͒,
where J and V xc are the matrices of the classical Coulomb repulsion operator and of the Kohn-Sham potential, the renormalization matrix U is given in Eq. ͑13͒,
and the one-electron Hamiltonian matrix H is given in Eq. ͑14͒,
HϭTϩVϩW. ͑14͒
In Eqs. ͑13͒ and ͑14͒, S is the matrix of the overlap integrals, T and V are the matrices of the kinetic energy and electronnuclear attraction operators, and W denotes the matrix of the operator (1/4m 2 c
2 )pV Ne Ј •p, where the effective potential V Ne Ј is given in Eq. ͑15͒,
In Eq. ͑15͒, r 0 (Z A ) is a cut-off radius specific for the nucleus A and R A is the position of the nucleus A. The dependence of r 0 (Z n ) on the nuclear charge is given in Eq. ͑16͒, 32,33
with the coefficients a 0 ϭϪ0.263 188, a 1 ϭ106.016 974, a 2 ϭ138.985 999 being based on a fit of the 1s 1/2 eigenvalues of the Dirac equation for H-like atomic ions.
In the presence of a magnetic field with the vector potential A, the linear momentum operator couples to the field via Eq. ͑17͒,
In calculations of the NMR shielding tensor, the high order relativistic corrections (c Ϫ3 and c Ϫ4 ) to the magnetic terms in Eqs. ͑18͒ and ͑19͒ are neglected. Truncating U and H at the second order in c Ϫ1 recovers the same magnetic terms that appear in the scalar-relativistic theory based on the Pauli Hamiltonian. 22 This can be verified by substituting the last lines of Eqs. ͑18͒ and ͑19͒ into Eq. ͑12͒ and expanding U (0) in powers of c Ϫ2 . The most significant contributions beyond this approximation are the spin-orbit contributions, which are not taken into account in the present work. The terms neglected in Eqs. ͑18͒ and ͑19͒ are smaller in magnitude than the spin-orbit terms. Thus, neglecting them is consistent with other approximations made in the present work. Substituting Eq. ͑20͒,
for the vector potential A of a homogeneous magnetic field B ͑with the gauge origin at R i ) and a magnetic nucleus with permanent magnetic moment ͑at a location R A ) into the last lines of Eqs. ͑18͒ and ͑19͒ and differentiating with respect to the magnetic field and the nuclear magnetic moment one arrives at the following expressions for the matrix elements of the ĥ
11
, ĥ 10 , and ĥ 01 operators in the IGLO-NESC-EP approach;
where X stands for
Thus, within the present approach the usual nonrelativistic magnetic integrals used in the IGLO method are renormalized using the quasirelativistic metric of the NESC-EP method.
C. Implementation and computational procedures
The IGLO-NESC-EP-DFT method was programmed and incorporated into the COLOGNE 2003 suite of quantumchemical programs. 39 The one-electron integrals and integral derivatives necessary to carry out a NESC-EP calculation were implemented according to Refs. 32-34. The IGLO-NESC-EP-DFT program is based on the nonrelativistic IGLO-DFTO program developed by Olsson and Cremer. 24 The relativistic corrections require a renormalization of the standard magnetic one-electron integrals as described in the preceding section. Because only the one-electron molecular integrals are modified in the present approach, the computational cost of a IGLO-NESC-EP-DFT quasirelativistic calculation is essentially the same as the task of a nonrelativistic IGLO-DFT calculation.
The IGLO-NESC-EP-DFT method was tested for 13 C-, 15 N-, and 17 O-shieldings and the corresponding NMR chemical shifts ␦ of some small molecules ͑see Table I͒ using the MP2 molecular geometries of Gauss, 7 the B3LYP functional, 38, 40, 41 the (11s,7p,2d/5s,1p) ͓7s,6p,2d/4s,2p͔ basis set, 22 and CH 4 , NH 3 , and H 2 O molecules as appropriate references for the shift values. For the molecules of Table  I , we expect small relativistic corrections generally smaller than 1 ppm because larger scalar relativistic effects occur only for ZϾ36. This expectation is confirmed by the calculated IGLO-NESC-EP-B3LYP data, which are compared in Table I with the corresponding IGLO-B3LYP data by giving the relativistic correction in parentheses. All relativistic corrections for the shielding are negative and, in view of the very small corrections for the reference molecules, all chemical shift corrections become positive. The ͑absolute͒ magnitude of the relativistic effects for the 17 O-shieldings is somewhat larger ͑0.5-3.7 ppm͒ while those for 13 C-and 15 N-shieldings are all smaller than 1 ppm. A shielding of the nucleus because of a relativistic contraction of the core orbitals would lead to somewhat more negative shift values ͑shifts to higher field͒. Hence, the small relativistic corrections calculated result from a dominance of the relativistic corrections to the paramagnetic contributions. We find that these are Ϫ0.1 to Ϫ3.9 ppm while the relativistic corrections of the diamagnetic contributions are 0.1-0.3 ppm. Within the IGLO approach, the definition of diamagnetic and paramagnetic contribution is method immanent and done in a way to minimize the former. 21, 22 Hence, diamagnetic and paramagnetic IGLO contributions have no relationship to measurable quantities. Nevertheless, we have found it useful in this work to use these quantities to analyze the relativistic corrections calculated, for example by setting them into relationship to the electronic structure of a molecule.
For the calculation of molybdenum and tungsten compounds investigated in this work, basis sets of Gropen 42 were modified in the following way. In the case of molybdenum, a ͓15s7 p8d͔ basis set was constructed from Gropen's (17s12p8d) basis set of primitive Gaussian-type functions ͑GTF͒. 42 The most tight s-type primitive remains uncontracted along with thirteen diffuse s-type primitives. The remaining three s-type GTFs are contracted using the coefficients for the 1s atomic orbital formed from the original uncontracted set. The five most diffuse p-type GTF also remain uncontracted. The four most tight p-type primitives are contracted using the coefficients of the 2p atomic orbital of the original set and the next three p-type primitives are contracted using the coefficients of the 3p atomic orbital of the original set. All d-type GTF remain uncontracted. The ͓15s7 p8d͔ basis set is extended to a ͓16s10p9d͔ set by amending the former by one s-type, three p-type, and one d-type diffuse GTF in a well-tempered sequence using the exponent ratio of 2.5.
For tungsten, a ͓16s12p8d4 f ͔ basis set constructed from the (19s14p10d5 f ) basis set of Gropen 42 is used. The three most tight s-type primitives remain uncontracted along with eight diffuse s-type primitives. The remaining seven s-type primitives are block-contracted in a sequence ͑3/2/2/2͒ using the contraction coefficients from 1s, 2s, 3s, and 4s atomic orbital formed from the (19s14p10d5 f ) set. The last two contracted s-functions in this sequence share one common primitive. The five most diffuse p-type primitives remain uncontracted while the other nine p-type primitives are block-contracted in a sequence ͑3/3/2/2͒ using the coefficients from the 2p, 3p, 4p, and 5 p atomic orbital formed with the original set. The second and the third contracted p-function share one common p-type GTF. The most diffuse d-type primitive is dropped due to orthogonality problems. The next two diffuse d-type GTF remain uncontracted. The remaining seven d-type primitives are block-contracted in the sequence ͑4/2/2͒ using the contraction coefficients from the 3d(4/2) and the 4d orbital of the original set. The last two contracted d-type basis functions share one common primitive GTF. The two most tight f-type primitives are contracted. The ͓15s9 p7d3 f ͔ basis set obtained is amended by one s-type, three p-, one d-type, and one f-type primitives ͑according to a well-tempered sequence with ratio 2.5͒ thus leading to the final ͓16s12p8d4 f ͔ basis set.
For elements O and F, a (9s,5p,1d) ͓6s,4p,1d͔ and for S and Cl a (11s6p2d) ͓7s8 p2d͔ basis set is used developed for the calculation of magnetic properties. 22 The ͓9s8 p4d͔ basis set on Se is constructed from Dunning's cc-pVDZ basis set 43 by recontracting it in the following way: The five first s-type primitives are contracted using the contraction coefficients from the 1s atomic orbital in the original set. The next two s-type primitives are contracted with the coefficients from the second 2s atomic orbital formed from the original basis set. All other s-type GTFs remain uncontracted. The three first p-type primitives are contracted using the coefficients of the 2p atomic orbital of the original set. The next two p-type primitives are contracted with the coefficients from the 3p atomic orbital while all other p-type primitives remain uncontracted. The three first d-type primitives are contracted using the original contraction coefficients of the 3d atomic orbital; all other d-type GTFs are not contracted.
The experimental molecular structures for the molybdenum compounds 1-6 ͑see Figs. 1 and 2͒ were taken from Refs. 44 -48 and the experimental Mo chemical shifts for 1-6 were taken from Ref. 49 . The experimental molecular structures and the experimental chemical shifts for tungsten compounds 7-11 ͑Fig. 1͒ are taken from a compilation of Ziegler and co-workers. 50 The molecular geometry of the thiotungstate dianion, WS 4 2Ϫ , was optimized using analytical gradients for the NESC-EP-B3LYP method 33 in combination with the ͓16s12p8d4 f ͔ basis set on tungsten and the augcc-pVDZ basis set 43 on sulfur. An experimental geometry for WS 4 2Ϫ is not known and to be consistent we use the NESC-EP-B3LYP geometry rather than a geometry obtained with some other quasirelativistic approach. 50 Calculations have been performed employing beside the B3LYP functional 38 also the BLYP ͑Refs. 40, 41͒ and the B3LYP* functionals. 51 The latter functional is a version of the standard B3LYP hybrid density functional with the amount of the HF exchange reduced from 20% to 15% as recommended by Hess et al. 51 In some calculations, the 
III. NMR CHEMICAL SHIFTS OF MOLYBDENUM AND TUNGSTEN
The isotope 95 Mo ͑spin 5/2͒ is measured by experimentalists because its natural abundance ͑15.7%͒ is higher than that of 97 Mo ͑spin 5/2, natural abundance 9.5%͒. 53 As a reference, the molybdate dianion MoO 4 2Ϫ in a basic solution is normally used although its shielding value is both solvent and concentration dependent ͑variation from 10 to Ϫ35 ppm͒. This of course is also true for other molybdates. For example the NMR chemical shift of 95 
Mo in MoS 4
2Ϫ changes from 2176 by 78 to 2254 ppm when the solvent DMSO is replaced by water. 53 The total NMR chemical shift range for Mo is 5500 ppm ͑Mo͑0͒: Ϫ1000 to Ϫ2120 ppm; Mo͑II͒: Ϫ2070 to Ϫ150 ppm; Mo͑VI͒: Ϫ700 to 3350 ppm͒.
The only NMR-active isotope of tungsten is 183 W ͑spin 1/2͒, which has a natural abundance of 14.3%. 53 The tungstate dianion WO 4 2Ϫ is used as a reference. The chemical shift range is 9400 ppm, where the W͑0͒ shifts are beyond Ϫ1200 ppm and W͑VI͒ shifts are at much lower field. The chemical shifts of 183 W are very sensitive to the geometry and electronic structure of a tungsten compound and, therefore, can be used for structural analysis. 53 The 183 W shift range considered in this work is about 7000 ppm.
We Common to all IGLO-B3LYP ␦( 
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It is noteworthy that B3LYP* and BLYP seem to produce the best NMR chemical shifts at the nonrelativistic level of theory, however the mean absolute deviations ⌬ are actually too large to differentiate much between the performance of the different functionals.
Apart from BLYP, relativistic corrections obtained with the IGLO-NESC-EP-DFT method lead to an improvement of both The mean absolute deviation ⌬ is also given in ppm.
This corresponds to an average improvement by somewhat more than 100 ppm. Clearly, the scalar relativistic corrections are important and lead at least in the case of 95 Mo shifts to values which are in the range of solvent corrections to the calculated shift values Ϯ80 ppm, where the positive values can result from H-bonding and the negative values from overall electrostatic effects.
A. Analysis of relativistic corrections
For the purpose of analyzing the corrections obtained at the IGLO-NESC-EP-DFT level of theory, we have listed in The mean absolute deviation ⌬ is also given in ppm.
the W nucleus (Zϭ74) as reflected by the calculated diamagnetic contributions. Shielding depends also on the oxidation number of the transition metal atom and the electronegativity of the ligands attached to it. Low oxidation numbers imply larger shielding ͓compare, e.g., the hexacarbonyls with M͑0͒, MϭMo, W and the compounds with M͑VI͒ in Table  IV͔ . In the case of compounds 5 and 6, the oxidation states of molybdenum are II and III ͑the formate substituent carries one negative charge as does the alkoxy substituent͒ hence leading to a somewhat larger shielding in the case of 5. An electronegative ligand can withdraw electron density and in this way lead to a deshielding of the nucleus as is the case for WF 6 relative to WCl 6 . The situation is different for MoO 4 2Ϫ , for which the Mo nucleus is more shielded than in MoS 4 2Ϫ at all levels of theory ͑Table IV͒. The calculated orbital energies reveal that the nonbonding metal-centered e-symmetrical orbitals are more contracted ͑more shielding͒ for O than for S probably resulting from the fact that the ligand orbitals are more located at the O than at the S atoms.
The negative paramagnetic contributions vary much stronger in their magnitude ( 95 Mo by 7000 ppm; 183 W by 7700 ppm; Table IV͒ their absolute values being both larger and smaller than the diamagnetic contributions. The paramagnetic contributions are more sensitive to the electronic structure of the molecules reflecting the existence of low lying excited states ͑if one uses a simple sum-over-states interpretation of their values͒. The HOMO(t 1 )-LUMO(t 1 ) gap decreases in the series 1, 2, 3 due to the fact that the splitting between the -type bonding and antibonding ligand-metal MOs decreases with increasing electropositive character of the ligand ͑i.e., from O to S and Se͒. Similar considerations apply to the cases of compounds 9 and 10 or if one compares 1 with 7 or 2 with 8.
Exceptionally large ͑negative͒ paramagnetic contributions are found for compounds 5 and 6, which results from MoMo bonding in these compounds. In 5, each Mo atom loses formally 2 electrons to the formate ligands thus changing from a Mo(0)(¯4d 5 5s 1 ) to a Mo͑II)(¯4d 4 ) electron configuration, which leads to a quadruple bond. In 6, the three methoxy ligands per Mo atom lead to a Mo͑III)(¯4d 3 ) electron configuration and a triple MoMo bond. This is reflected in the MoMo bond lengths of 2.222 Å in the case of 6 and 2.095 Å in the case of 5 ͑see Fig. 2͒ . 47, 48 These values are typical for MoMo triple bond distances ͓measured values: 2.193-2.226 Å ͑Ref. 47͔͒ and MoMo quadruple bond distances ͓measured values: 2.087-2.132 Å;
only exception Mo 2 :1.928 Å. ͑Ref. 48͔͒. The ␦*-orbital of the quadruple bond is much lower in energy than the *-orbital of a triple bond, and the excitation energy from the bonding to the antibonding orbital is much smaller for the quadruple bond and accordingly, the paramagnetic ͑absolute͒ contribution for 5 is much larger than that for 6 ͑Table III͒. There is a relativistic effect for both the diamagnetic and the paramagnetic contributions. For the former it is always a positive, relative constant ͑60-67 ppm for 95 Mo; 374 -414 ppm for 183 W), and almost independent of the functional used ͑Table IV͒. Relativity leads to a contraction of the sand p-type core orbitals thus enhancing shielding of the nucleus. This shielding effect increases with the number of core electrons. Hence, the relativistic shielding effect is almost 7 times as large for 183 W than for 95 Mo. Since the diamagnetic part concerns only the core region, for which B3LYP and BLYP provide similar descriptions, their performance does not differ.
In this connection it is interesting to note that Becke88 exchange functional 40 suffers like all gradient-corrected functionals from a singularity at the position of the nucleus. The cusp of the electron density at a nucleus leads to a singularity in the gradient of the density, which in turn results in a singularity in the exchange or correlation potential. The gradient corrections to the exchange functionals increase the absolute value of the exchange energy, the corresponding contribution to the exchange potential is therefore attractive. 40 The density cusps at the nuclei thus lead to an attractive singular contribution to the exchange potential, which increases the effective nuclear charge and the electronegativity. The strongest influence of this extra potential is to be seen for the core orbitals, which are contracted compared to LDA, leading to an increase of charge density immediately at the nucleus and a decrease in the surrounding region. This generates a shell structure in the exchange-only density distribution, 54 the origin of which is of mathematical rather than physical nature.
One could expect that because of the singularity in the exchange functional, screening of the nucleus and the relativistic diamagnetic correction are both exaggerated thus leading to too negative shift values. This however is not the case because the shell structure of the density close to the nucleus leads to both screening and descreening thus canceling each other largely. Hence, the too positive shift values as well as the variation in the relativistic corrections ͑see Tables II and III͒ must result from the paramagnetic contribution to the shielding values.
In the case of the paramagnetic contributions, all relativistic corrections are positive, which means that their absolute values decrease ͑Table IV͒. They vary strongly with the electronic structure of the molecule under consideration. The relativistic contraction of the s-and p-core orbitals leads also to a slight contraction of the valence s-and p-orbitals of the metal, which contribute to ligand bonding. Actually, the dand f-type orbitals of the metal expand due to the contraction of the core orbitals and a stronger shielding of the nuclear charge. However, they are nonbonding and have no real counterparts among the unoccupied orbitals. Hence, it is the gap between the M -L bonding and the M -L antibonding and -orbitals, which increases and leads to a reduction of the magnitude of the paramagnetic contributions. This reduction is strong in those cases, in which the ͑absolute͒ paramagnetic contribution is large ͑see 5 and 6͒, however exceptions are also found ͑see, e.g., the hexacarbonyl compounds 4 and 11͒. For W-compounds the relativistic corrections in the paramagnetic contributions are larger than those for the corresponding Mo-compounds due to the increase in the atomic number and the stronger relativistic contractions of the core orbitals.
Contrary to the diamagnetic contributions, the magnitude of the paramagnetic contributions depends strongly on the functional used. The improvement found for the NMR chemical shifts of 95 Mo and of 183 W when using the B3LYP* functional and when applying the level shift operator are both with regard to an improvement of the paramagnetic contributions. BLYP underestimates the magnitude of the paramagnetic contributions ͑values become too positive͒ and accordingly leads to too small shift values. If the level shift operator is applied in addition this effect is even exaggerated and leads to unreasonable NMR chemical shifts. B3LYP* in combination with relativistic corrections and the level shift operator Loc2 leads to the best calculated shift values. However, from this discussion it becomes clear that the manipulation of the exchange functional and the level shift operator fulfill the same purpose, namely, to reduce the paramagnetic contribution, which means that one correction should be able to replace the other.
B. Comparison with other theoretical results
The best values obtained in this work ͑IGLO/Loc2-NESC-EP-B3LYP*͒ are significantly better than those obtained previously with the GIAO-ZORA method for the same tungsten compounds as investigated in this work. 50 GIAO-ZORA 183 W NMR chemical shifts were obtained with the BP86 density functional 52 and led to a mean absolute deviation ⌬ of 299 ppm ͑Table V͒, which is more than 100 ppm larger than the corresponding IGLO-NESC-EP-BP86 results ͑⌬ϭ188 ppm, Table V͒ and 150 ppm larger than the IGLO/Loc2-NESC-EP-B3LYP result ͑⌬ϭ142 ppm, Table  IV͒ . Including spin-orbit ͑SO͒ coupling corrections, ⌬ increases even to 325 ppm ͑Table V͒. 50 Clearly, IGLO-NESC-EP-DFT offers more accurate heavy atom NMR chemical shifts than GIAO-ZORA.
The SO contribution to chemical shielding is dominated by the Fermi-contact ͑FC͒ term, which for heavy nuclei can reach values of thousands ppm. However, due to a cancellation of the FC contributions to the shielding of the reference and that of the target compound, the SO contribution to the NMR chemical shift is of the order of just 100 ppm. 55 Furthermore, the FC contribution is dominated by the shape of the potential in the vicinity of the nucleus and for a regularized potential such as in Eq. ͑15͒, the FC term differs considerably from the conventional FC term defined in the Breit-Pauli approximation ͑see, e.g., the discussion in Ref. Previously, relativistically corrected NMR chemical shift calculations were carried out for a few tungsten compounds at the all-electron level with the help of finite perturbation theory employing a relativistically corrected UHF method. 56 However, in view of the relatively small ͓10s9 p4d1 f ͔ basis set used for tungsten and in view of the lack of any correlation corrections the results reported ͑see Table V͒ 56 do not compare well with the experiment and are inferior to the results obtained with DFT in the present work and by Ziegler and co-workers.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
The NESC-EP approach proposed previously was combined with IGLO-DFT for calculating relativistically corrected magnetic shieldings and NMR chemical shifts. Programming and implementation of IGLO-NESC-EP-DFT leads to a computationally efficient and useful new approach for getting the magnetic properties of molecules with heavy elements.
The W NMR chemical shifts are obtained. In view of the fact that the investigation included both M͑0͒ and M͑VI͒ oxidation states of the metal, in view of shift ranges of 5500 and 6900 ppm, respectively, in view of solvent and concentration effects of Ϯ80 ppm, and in view of spin-orbit corrections of Ϯ100 ppm results can be considered as reasonable.
Analysis of the relativistic corrections reveals that diamagnetic and paramagnetic relativistic corrections for magnetic shieldings and NMR chemical shifts differ considerably. The first is always positive, does not depend on the electronic structure of a molecule, but increases with the number of electrons of the heavy atom considered. It results from a relativistic contraction of the core s-and p-orbitals, which leads to an additional shielding of the nucleus. There is almost no dependence of the relativistic diamagnetic contributions on the exchange-correlation functional used. In the case of both the 95 Mo and 183 W chemical shifts, the relativistic corrections to the diamagnetic terms cancel largely leading to slight variations of 5 and 11 ppm, respectively, in the NMR chemical shifts, which can be neglected.
The relativistic corrections to the paramagnetic parts are also positive, i.e., the ͑negative͒ paramagnetic contributions to magnetic shieldings adopt smaller absolute values. Relativistic corrections vary in this case strongly with the electronic structure, and can be both larger and smaller than the relativistic diamagnetic corrections. With regard to the NMR chemical shifts a decrease up to 520 ppm is possible with the exception of MoSe 4 2Ϫ for which an increase 32 ppm is found. Decreases result from the fact that the contraction of the core orbitals effects also valence s-and p-orbital thus leading to larger (M -L)Ϫ*(M -L) and (M -L)Ϫ*(M -L) gaps and smaller paramagnetic contributions. These effects are particularly strong when MoMo triple or quadruple bonds exist in the molecule. Similar trends are found for 183 W NMR chemical shifts.
The relativistic paramagnetic contributions strongly depend on the exchange correlation functional used. Differences up to 1870 ppm are found between the B3LYP and the BLYP functional where the former functional yields much better shift values than the latter functional. Best values are obtained with the B3LYP* functional, which performs at least for Mo better because it improves already the nonrelativistic shifts. Combined with relativistic corrections and level shift Loc.2 corrections it leads to the best values.
Apart from its accuracy, an important feature of the new method is its simplicity both in the sense of implementation and in the sense of computational cost. The matrix elements of the NESC-EP-DFT Hamiltonian do not involve any unusual molecular integrals often appearing in relativistic calculations; they can be evaluated analytically using the existing nonrelativistic quantum-chemical software. Since all modifications concern the one-electron Hamiltonian only, the NMR chemical shifts of a relativistic calculation can be obtained at essentially the cost of a nonrelativistic calculation.
In this work, we have not considered a spin-orbit contribution to NMR chemical shifts. This can be as large as 100 ppm as the data in Table V show. A magnetic nucleus induces a spin polarization in the nonrelativistic wave function because of the Fermi contact term thus yielding a spin-orbit contribution to the magnetic shielding already in the leading relativistic order. Since the ZORA results 50 differ considerably from the NESC-EP-DFT results of this work, it makes little sense to speculate about additional spin-orbit corrections. Work is in progress to obtain genuine spin-orbit corrections within the NESC-EP-DFT method.
